In the developing science of nature conservation there is a problem in deciding when the very act of investigating the risks to a rare and endangered species may add to the risks. Paul Ehrlich has pointed out (see Harrison e t al. 1991) that 'Any study of a natural population has the unavoidable side effect of altering the dynamics of the population in ways that may be difficult to predict'. The authors showed that the act of sampling increased the chances of extinction of two Californian species of butterfly, even though the direct effects of sampling on the sizes of their populations could not be detected. A conservation exercise nearly led to the extinc tion of Britain's rarest marsh buttercup (. Ranunculusophioglossifolius) from its unique habitat in one of the world's smallest nature reserves (1/12th of an acre). To protect the buttercup population the site was fenced. This excluded the cattle that kept the land grazed and trod the buttercup seeds into the soil. The buttercup's numbers proceeded to decline rapidly until at one time there was not a single plant inside the fence, though hundreds outside (Frost 1981 The issues involved in determining research protocols appropriate for the conservation of rare animals and plants are likely to remain contentious. The present correspondence is now closed.
